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PAPERS TO APPEAR IN FORTHCOMING ISSUES 
The following articles are among those presently accepted for 
publication in Historia Mathematics. Their order in this 
list does not necessarily reflect the order in which they 
will appear in future issues of the journal. 
Umberto Bottazzini (University of Calabria): Algebraische Unter- 
suchungen in Italien, 1850-1863. 
Hans Freudenthal (University of Utrecht): Huygens' Foundations 
of Probability. 
Grazyna Rosinska (Polish Academy of Sciences): Tables trigono- 
metriques de Giovanni Bianchini. 
Raine J. Daston (Harvard University): D'Alembert's Critique of 
Probability Theory. 
HermannEngels (TechnischesHochschule Aachen): Zur Geschichte 
der Richardson-Extrapolation. 
Ivor Grattan-Guinness (Middlesex Polytechnic at Enfield): In 
Memoriam Kurt Gbdel: His 1931 Correspondence with Zermelo 
on his Incompletability Theorem. 
Jeremey Gray (The Open University): Non-Euclidean Geometry. 
David A. King (American Research Center in Egypt): Supplementary 
Notes on Medieval Islamic Multiplication Tables. 
Sanford L. Segal (University of Rochester): Helmut Hasse in 
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